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networked paging and voice evacuation systems

c r e at e d b y

move
forward
with vocia networked media systems
Vocia is more than the next-generation Biamp DSP. It’s a movement. Gone are
precarious centralized processing and routing. Instead, Biamp unveils a decentralized,
networked approach that is as hardy as it is capable. Vocia simply makes your paging
and voice evacuation installation work harder for you, all day, every day.
easily scalable
from simple to
stupendous

complexity moves out.
confidence moves in.
Say good-bye to the rigid and
fragile centralized system.
And the headaches that
come with it.

Vocia fits a wide range of
installation sizes and
configurations because
every component
Vocia distributes
contains memory and
message routing and
processing resources
processing across the
that communicate
with distributed message routing and
network, so it eliminates
intelligently across your
processing, no single failure can crash
the chance that a single
network. Its modular
your system.
failure
can bring down your
hardware, paired with easysystem. You can monitor,
to-use software, helps you
log and control components
imagine and implement the right
remotely, and replace units quickly
approach for a simple overhead
and
easily.
Your maintenance duties
paging application or a complex system
scale down as your system capabilities scale up.
with many zones. Or anything in between.
It’s also a snap to expand the reach and feature set in
your Vocia installation at any time. Vocia can do more and
demand less of you and your end users.

every component has memory and
processing resources that communicate
over the network to help you build and
maintain just the right system.

Vocia simplifies system design and operation through
advanced features such as text-to-speech processing, and
store and forward message options. With Vocia, you build
in the confidence that your networked paging and voice
evacuation system will do its job. Period.

more reliance on your compliance

built on dependable biamp quality
and reliability

Vocia was designed from the ground up to comply with
EN54-16 standards, providing you assurance in your
system’s compliance.

For over 30 years, organizations around the world
have depended on Biamp to deliver reliable and useful
innovation. You’ll find Biamp technology working today
within mission-critical audio systems in health care, higher
education,

Vocia also builds on network standards you already know,
including CobraNet® for single-site installations and

distributed processing and
transportation
centralized control assure
and other
demanding
reliability without a lot of fuss.
environments.
Biamp backs up the installations with global distribution,
applications support and unmatched customer service.

TCP/IP across multi-site installations. You simply extend
your existing practices for network redundancy, security and
monitoring to your paging and voice evacuation system.

Vocia is the product of Biamp’s acquisition of Creative
Audio in 2008. Creative Audio’s rich history in advanced
paging systems includes installations in the U.S. House of
Representatives, the Sydney Opera House and Heathrow
Airport. Working together, Creative Audio and Biamp
engineers have reimagined paging and voice evacuation
systems through Vocia’s distributed, networked approach.
With Vocia at the heart of your system, you can always
count on sound that moves people.

vocia components operate over your existing ethernet and
cobranet networks. it doesn’t get any simpler.

terminal

airport installation
need a multitude of
zones and worlds?
modular hardware
and software makes it
easy for you to install,
maintain and scale
your installation.
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vocia universe

vocia world

vocia at a glance
• Distributed processing and page routing

• Smart, easy-to-use desk and wall stations

• Voice over IP paging

• Sophisticated, rugged system components

• System-level monitoring, logging and control

• Advanced controllers for usability and compliance

• Designed for standards such as EN54-16

• Adaptive ambient noise compensation

• Works over standard IP networks and CobraNet

• Intuitive Windows®-based software
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